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The race had just stopped and people were already drawing conclusions about new regulations. But 
right now it is too early, way too early to believe the merest judg
quite sad to see as many negative reactions after this GP. It wasn’t the best race we’ve ever seen, 
wasn’t a disaster either so people should put what happened into perspective. 
thanks to Bernie who decided to wait for returning to Europe to change rules if necessary. And 
eventually, F1 cars would always remain that exciting to watch. The ones who deny it should change 
the sport they do/like, because as Joe Saward 
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So what can we say? Simple: that the top teams seem quite close in terms of relative performances 
I’m not talking about pure performance. Also, what ma
Bahrain is not a reference as far as tyres are concerned. Plus, slight hierarchy changes may occur 
throughout the season and every car is concerned. So regularly there should be Ferrari and Red Bull in 
front, while sometimes McLaren, Mercedes or even Force India, Renault and Williams may come up 
in front on some occasions. 
 
The only regret I had with the Bahrain Grand Prix is linked with Bridgestone. Apparently they gave 
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one set of tyres change per Grand Prix 
teams to get a chance to finish in front by not stopping with only one set of tyres for the whole race, 
while others would stop once or t
what makes me sad the most. What made me sad the most before the opening of the season. However, 
Bridgestone do their work: provide the best tyres they can. So it’s not Bridgestone’s fault i
aren’t spectacular, just as engineers are not responsible for the lack of overtaking or for cars whose 
downforce is too good. That is their work, that’s what they’re paid for. They won’t screw up their 
career and family life just for millions of vi
should we have a tyre war? Obviously this would be better for F1 to have a tyre war, although it would 
be more expensive. But, damn, what F1 could get out of it!
 
Many people also criticized the lack of overtaking. 
contained many overtaking manoeuvres? Tell me, because 
impression – maybe I’m wrong, biased or whatever 
many overtaking moments as never before. Let’s recall, too, that the producer has once again been 
very bad. He ignored battles between the new teams as well as some victims of the start. He also 
forgot to show when Sutil and Kubica went up in the classification: after they lost 12 places each, they 
gained 6 and 9 of them during the race. All of this hasn’t been made possible with the unique pit stop. 
Moreover, many people linked the fact that all cars followed each other with 
and strategies. But this was rather the result of several combined events: habitual monotony of the 
track, unique tyre supplier, same tyre degradation for all, multiple diffusers and so on. The regulations 
are getting better to target more spectacle, but teams work so fast so that they always have the time to 
make modern F1 that much dull on TV. The fact remains that F1 is a sport in which the year’s 
showman doesn’t clinch the title, the best driver does.
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The race had just stopped and people were already drawing conclusions about new regulations. But 
right now it is too early, way too early to believe the merest judgement to be granted. Besides, it was 
quite sad to see as many negative reactions after this GP. It wasn’t the best race we’ve ever seen, 
wasn’t a disaster either so people should put what happened into perspective. In this respect, special 

Bernie who decided to wait for returning to Europe to change rules if necessary. And 
eventually, F1 cars would always remain that exciting to watch. The ones who deny it should change 
the sport they do/like, because as Joe Saward wrote recently, they must have lost the magic

So what can we say? Simple: that the top teams seem quite close in terms of relative performances 
I’m not talking about pure performance. Also, what matters is how tyres are managed
Bahrain is not a reference as far as tyres are concerned. Plus, slight hierarchy changes may occur 
throughout the season and every car is concerned. So regularly there should be Ferrari and Red Bull in 

sometimes McLaren, Mercedes or even Force India, Renault and Williams may come up 

The only regret I had with the Bahrain Grand Prix is linked with Bridgestone. Apparently they gave 
tyres that resisted quite well to long stints without destroying much. Okay, let’s remember that Sakhir 
is not a demanding track for the tyres, but it’s enough to worry. Alright, let’s not criticize the Japanese, 
for once, they did a good job! What I truly regret is the fact that because of the rule i
one set of tyres change per Grand Prix – to use both soft and hard tyres – this doesn’t allow certain 
teams to get a chance to finish in front by not stopping with only one set of tyres for the whole race, 
while others would stop once or twice to compensate being more aggressive with their tyres. That’s 
what makes me sad the most. What made me sad the most before the opening of the season. However, 

rovide the best tyres they can. So it’s not Bridgestone’s fault i
aren’t spectacular, just as engineers are not responsible for the lack of overtaking or for cars whose 
downforce is too good. That is their work, that’s what they’re paid for. They won’t screw up their 
career and family life just for millions of viewers, which brings us again to the never
should we have a tyre war? Obviously this would be better for F1 to have a tyre war, although it would 
be more expensive. But, damn, what F1 could get out of it! 

Many people also criticized the lack of overtaking. So, have we ever seen races in Bahrain that 
contained many overtaking manoeuvres? Tell me, because I don’t remember it. I even got the 

maybe I’m wrong, biased or whatever – that I haven’t seen a Bahrain Grand Prix with as 
many overtaking moments as never before. Let’s recall, too, that the producer has once again been 
very bad. He ignored battles between the new teams as well as some victims of the start. He also 

Kubica went up in the classification: after they lost 12 places each, they 
gained 6 and 9 of them during the race. All of this hasn’t been made possible with the unique pit stop. 

many people linked the fact that all cars followed each other with the absence of pit stops 
and strategies. But this was rather the result of several combined events: habitual monotony of the 
track, unique tyre supplier, same tyre degradation for all, multiple diffusers and so on. The regulations 
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Talking about overtaking manoeuvres, others criticize Hermann Tilke, blaming him for the lack of 
spectacle. Now, Tilke is a clever man and the tracks he designs don’t serve for F1 exclusively, because 
they do serve for plethora series. In those series, there are many overtaking manoeuvres. Everything’s 
linked to the categories’ level and it’s quite logical that the highest the level is, the less overtaking 
manoeuvres there are. This is not a Mario Kart game you would play with your buddies. This is the 
playground for the older pupils. To these factors it would be wise to add the drivers’ confidence, 
because some of them would find it more difficult to overtake and sometimes the margin of error is 
very narrow while drivers are aiming for big points. Now there’s something to wonder about. 
 
But there are probably other reasons accounting for the lack of overtaking, and I shall develop them. 
Everything lies in a matter of perception, feeling, in one word this feedback that is dear to one French 
guy: Franck Montagny! The general deception was linked to expectations that were too great, but 
before blaming anyone, and especially the FIA, we should remember that the FIA did everything they 
could to keep the KERS and to ban the aforementioned multiple diffusers. But the FOTA didn’t wish 
the same. So if there’s anyone to blame, it should be the teams. FOTA’s working teams didn’t listen to 
Brawn said about the diffusers in 2008, so we can deduce why we should keep waiting for them to be 
deleted. But the KERS was undoubtedly adding spectacle in both technology and sport fields. Some 
may say that the system was particularly dangerous but a high-level sport remains by definition risky. 
If the sport loses danger, it loses its rank – logical. 
 
Let’s talk a bit about men and machines that were scorned actors of this modern times’ Lawrence of 
Arabia, unless Ben-Hur Marcel is the one to blame. 
 
If we do the math, Ferrari has performed the hat-trick. Massa marked out his territory in qualifying 
while Alonso did it as early as in the first corner of the race by showing his muscles to take the lead as 
early as possible from his teammate who was too softhearted at the occasion. To be continued. By the 
way, what’s the deal with Massa when he slowed down? How are you supposed to know what really 
happened. Some people already called team order, others evoked some fuel economy or overheating… 
Let’s see, we know for sure reliability remains uncertain. There were two engine changes in the 
morning, which could be harmful one day or another. 
 
McLaren doesn’t have a bite to eat – at least not much. A podium is rewarding a car that was slightly 
less powerful than expected, at least on this track. Slow areas made them lose too much time that their 
maximal speeds couldn’t manage to make up for. Hamilton already scored points over Button, who 
looks like he stayed on last year’s end of the season’s pace. It’s his job to improve or he will be eaten 
alive. 
 
What can we say about Red Bull? Webber was quite transparent because he may have had the time to 
look at himself in the exhaust of the car ahead of him. Vettel was quite impressive until he faced a 
mysterious problem, whose multiple explanations still don’t convince me. I’m afraid for them that 
Newey has once again produced a wonderful machine which is slightly too fragile. But it’s too early to 
tell, let’s give them time to prove us wrong. 
 
In Mercedes the rigour didn’t entirely manage to hide a certain deception. Neither Rosberg nor the 
comeback man were impressive, although we must admit his level was good enough, even better. The 
youngster should keep dominating the older guy before the latter comes back in good shape, and even 



after that. If he can’t firmly mark out his territory ASAP, he too would join the eaten-before-the-
expiration-date group. 
 
Force India found a playground that was adapted to its car. It’s not certain that it will always be the 
case, but from time to time they could actually achieve something. Sutil was had at the start but didn’t 
show much afterwards, apart from the importance of qualifying with soft tyres in Q3. Liuzzi wasn’t 
shining either, but his consistency helped a lot to score the first points of the season. 
 
In Williams, Hülkenberg paid for his fire but he crossed the finish line, though, which is not 
inconsiderable with a car that looks to have a fair potential of development – if Williams can bring the 
money on the table only. Barrichello did his job of veteran as we expected, but he perhaps did even 
better than that. To be continued. 
 
In Renault, Petrov showed right from the start that he was much more than a driver who brought 
money only, maintaining in 11th position before he held Barrichello’s pace. It’s a shame for him that 
he faced a mechanical incident, but it’s quite promising. Kubica lost a lot in the first corner but he then 
kept a good pace throughout the race. The Renault car is better than expected and should score points 
in many occasions this year. 
 
For Toro Rosso, the flamboyant decoration was replaced by an invisible one. The Italians did as much 
effect as a fly in the sand in Sakhir. Same punition for Sauber, but at least they had the original livery 
for the occasion. 
 
On the new teams’ side, let’s wait and see. Right now Lotus looks to be the most reliable of the group. 
Kovalainen was convincing and Trulli satisfied the expectations. As for Virgin, pre-season worries are 
still present, and as for HRT they received the necessary encouragements. Senna and Chandhok were 
brave enough and didn’t interfere much. For these three teams, everything should get better when 
returning to Europe, at least I’m hoping so, as far as they can bring the stability required in the long 
term in this new F1 decade. 
 
Let’s add one more detail. The ones who think that Alonso’s victory is an optimistic one should look 
at the best race times. The one of Alonso is 1.1 second faster than the second faster guy, which is 
simply remarkable in modern F1. In no case whatsoever he looked to push harder than he actually 
should. He managed to be both fast and reliable while saving fuel. Vettel wasn’t lucky but I am still 
convinced that luck is something you do control. Thus this is one fundamental criterion of the sport 
among every criteria and everyone knows that. 
 
To sum up, the race was neither great nor awful. Expectations were just a bit too high, especially for a 
first rendezvous in Sakhir. It’s always easy to criticize but finding ideas to solve some issues is harder. 
Don’t worry, though, we should all see more and better racing in Albert Park, especially in terms of 
tyres. 


